Stress Busting

Plan
• Encourage your child to use a timetable, no matter how simple, to organise and plan
ahead what they can reasonably fit in. Make sure to include time out to ‘have a life’.
Remind your teen that they are not a machine, they also deserve time off. The most
productive brains are those that rest too.

• It doesn’t need to be complicated, just a plan to show how many 20-30 minute
sessions they will do, on which subject/topic each day and then tick them off as
they are completed to promote achievement and motivation.

• Try to always remember that doing something is better than doing nothing at all.

Talk It Out
• Exam pressures can be really stressful for your teen. Try to give them the
opportunity to talk to you about anything causing them concern, whether
that be revision techniques or an area of study they are struggling with.

• Encourage your child to talk to friends or a study group for support and

advice. Others will be experiencing the same kind of worries and may have
other ways of coping that they can share.

• If you are worried that your child is not coping, talk to their teachers about
your concerns.

Work Space
• Have a quiet, private workspace for your child if possible, that is separate
from their relaxing space.

• These can still be in the same room, but try to encourage your child to work
at a desk for revision, with all of their books, pens, revision cards, post it
notes etc. together and organised.

• During breaks, they should move away from the desk, onto the bed to chill
for 10 minutes and listen to music, or leave the room completely, make a cup
of tea, have a glass of water, a sandwich or get some healthy snacks.

Eat Brain Food
• We all know how important a balanced diet is, but this is even more important

during exam periods.
• When they are pushed for time your teen may feel the need to ‘grab and go’. Crisps,
chocolate, biscuits and fizzy drinks will all cause sugar spikes and dips which lead to
irritability, mood swings and tiredness. In turn causing lack of energy and
motivation.
• Encourage healthier snacks by having things to hand such as blueberries, dark
chocolate, seeds and nuts. Promote drinks like green tea and make sure they drink
plenty of water as well as eating foods such as avocados, leafy green vegetables and
fatty fish.

Get Enough Sleep
• Getting enough sleep will improve thinking and concentration. Most teens
need between 8 and 10 hours a night.

• Make sure they have some time to ‘wind down’ between finishing study and
going to sleep and try to discourage them from using their phones right up
until just before they go to sleep. Watching some TV, reading a book of
choice, not a revision guide, can help this ‘wind down’ process.

• A good nights sleep the night before an exam will be far more beneficial than
cramming into the early hours and waking up exhausted.

Be Flexible and Don’t Add To The Pressure
• When your child is revising a lot, don't worry about household jobs that are left
•
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undone or untidy bedrooms. This can be dealt with once exams are over.
Staying calm yourself can help. Remember, exams don't last forever.
Listen to your teen if they need you to, offer support and don’t criticise.
Make sure that you offer positive thoughts and encouragement on the day of exams
and help your child to recognise that whilst important, failing isn’t the end of the
world.
Talk over how exams went at the end of the day. If it didn’t go well, move on and
focus on staying positive about the next one.

Exercise and Relaxation
•
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Make sure that your child is active.
Exercise can help boost energy levels, clear the mind and relieve stress.
Walking, cycling, swimming, football and dancing are all effective.

Try some Mindfulness. There are lots of short clips on YouTube aimed
specifically at teenagers that can help, as well as Apps that can be
downloaded and followed such as SmilingMind.

Think Positive
• Teenagers need to believe that they CAN do it! Encourage you teens to tell
themselves that they can and will do the best they can.

• “YOUR BEST IS GOOD ENOUGH”

• Help your child to focus on their own work and not compare themselves to
others, we all work at a different rate and in different ways.

Rewards
• Don’t use rewards as bribes, however arranging an ‘after exams treat’ to
celebrate the end of a pretty stressful period can be a great motivator.

• Encourage your child to work for their own satisfaction, perhaps allowing
themselves a hot chocolate once they have completed a certain task, or
hiding sweets for themselves inside study aids to enjoy when they get that far.

Keep Things In Perspective
• Your child may be feeling like these exams are all consuming – whilst this is
an important time, we must keep in mind - exams aren't everything.

• Whatever happens in the exams, your child can still be successful in life
afterwards. So if they don't do as well as they'd hoped, try to keep things in
perspective.

• Once they've done an exam, help them to try to forget about it. There's
nothing they can do about it, and worrying won't change their mark.

• http://www.nhs.uk/conditions/stress-anxiety-depression/pages/copingwith-exam-stress.aspx

